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Various European approaches to managing an SDI

WHAT IS INSPIRE?
A European Union Directive
A community effort: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/
A Spatial Data Infrastructure
•

Collection of policies, governance, services & portal

APPLICATIONS BUILT ON INSPIRE
Finland: OSKARI
UK: Resilience Direct
Czech: SDI4Apps project
… coming slowly?
Papers from Intergraph, ESRI, Hexagon
Things to do:
- Become ‘better web citizens’, exposing ‘our’ SDI to the semantic web
- Get to the citizen as a user

EUROPEAN COORDINATION
Setting it up:
• Hundreds of people in scores of working groups established reams of
guidance!
Running it:
Maintenance and Implementation Group – MIG – P and MIG – T
• National contact points
• European Environment Agency
• Joint Research Centres
• Work Packages
• Register of experts

HOW IS THIS ALL RUN? – LEAD DEPARTMENT(S)
France

Ministry of Sustainable Development

Finland

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

Sweden

Lantmäteriet

UK

Department of Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs

Poland

Minister of Administration and Digitisation / General Surveyor of
Poland

Germany Balance of federal and regional

Polish transposition states which department will do what (almost half given to
survey)
Switzerland: Federal Act on Geoinformation lists the themes & the national
agency responsible for each
UK transposition names Defra, but leaves all other responsibilities with whoever
:
:

HOW IS THIS ALL RUN? – NATIONAL COUNCILS
Belgium: National Coordination Committee of the four governments, plus working groups
Finland:

national committee to follow up & oversee; all themes have a workgroup; challenges

with 320 municipalities
France:

‘committee’ of 34 organisations: public, private, NGO, two Trade Unions, advisory

German: federal committee – each Lande and some federal departments, then theme
committees
Norway:

National Geodata Council (led by NMA – administrators & politicians)

Poland:

national committee

Spain:

National Geographic High Council

Sweden: Geodata Advisory Board, responsible for portal & discovery service
Switzerland:
UK:
originally assigned to the UK Location Council, but that wound down; three countries
have to be represented, and now Gibraltar, + three national ministries

HOW IS THIS ALL RUN? – TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Very varied!
Belgium: a project of IGN Belgium
France: a project of IGN France; one agency for portal, another for Discovery
Service;
Germany: some themes are managed at Lande level, some federal
Hungary:
Netherlands:
Norway: National Geodata Council oversees technical work too
Poland:
Slovenia:

no official coordination

UK:

Architecture & Interoperability Board with members from policy, regional

SDIs,

and implementation partners

SPECIFICALLY THE UK – GETTING STARTED
The INSPIRE Regulations , 2009
– specifically give responsibility to the Secretary of State for the Environment.
- Every other ‘public authority’ is just required to do it.
- UK Location Council – thought to take the lead, but was closed down
Defra and ‘implementing partners’
- Existing SDIs: Scotland, Northern Ireland’s was being re-done, Marine Environment
partnership
- Wales created its own SDI
- Chose to link with ‘open data’ initiative: data.gov.uk
-

-

(Cabinet Office / moving to Government Digital Service)

Ordnance Survey – to geo-enable data.gov.uk

“INSPIRE Compliance Board” - policy
- Defra, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland
- Implementing partners: Cabinet Office, OS
- Defra funded project to build Discovery Service, portal, and guidance
“Architecture & Interoperability Board” (technical)
- Oversee the design
- Working groups, for metadata, theme coordination (halted), CRS (temporary)

SPECIFICALLY THE UK - NOW
Defra and ‘implementing partners’
- EDINA took over / re-wrote the metadata editor, so became an implementing
partner
INSPIRE Committee:
- Originally ‘INSPIRE Compliance Board’
- Added Gibraltar
- Added EDINA
“Architecture & Interoperability Board” (technical)
- Working groups all shut down; register of individual experts
- Increased role of Transport Scotland as alternate National Contact Point
Small core team at Defra: reporting, metadata audit
AGI: owned the national metadata profile; taking over other metadata guidance

ORGANISATIONAL BENEFITS IN THE UK
•
•
•
•

Land Registry – now see themselves as a ‘data publisher’
Maturity in the open data world – increasingly realising there is a value chain
Geo-enabled data.gov.uk – although it’s proving slow for people to notice / exploit
Renewed interest in geo:
•
•
•
•

Scottish SDI
Renewed Spatial Northern Ireland
New Welsh SDI
Gibraltar?

• Various ‘joined up’ work on themes:
•
•
•

Water Network* (OS, Environment Agency, Scottish Environmental Protection Agency –
and all Scottish local authorities)
Rail Network * (OS, Network Rail – not published)
Road Network* (OS, GeoPlace / local highways authorities, Department for Transport,
Highways Agency/England, Transport Scotland)

* Not specifically driven by INSPIRE, but adopted INSPIRE approach
UK expects financial benefits to overtake costs in 2015/16, and the NPV to turn
positive in 2018

CONCLUSIONS?
Governance has to fit the political culture of the country
federal, centralised, highly decentralised, asymmetric …
Governance arrangements will change over time
need to ensure continued ownership / custodian of all assets
Infrastructure takes years to make a return on investment
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